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Microsoft’s Commitment to Iowa Communities
•Microsoft’s Partners

• Microsoft works with more than 780 partner companies that build 
technology tools and services on the Microsoft Platform, creating jobs and 
revenue in Iowa.

•Microsoft Office in Des Moines

•West Des Moines Microsoft Data Center Project

•Microsoft’s giving programs in Iowa

• Since 2003, the company has given and matched employee gifts totaling 
more than $19.9 million in cash, curriculum, software and Volunteer 
hours in the State of Iowa

•Workforce Training Programs

• Unlimited Potential and Elevate America Programs

•Tech Soup, Partner in Learning, Boys and Girls Clubs of America

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those not familiar with Microsoft’s current commitment to Iowa let me note that [explain slide ]
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Iowa State Government Reorganization Commission

To the credit of your state policymaking leadership, an important decision has 
already been made. Better use of IT in general will be a major consideration in 
whatever you do to, in the words of your commission’s charge, “improve efficiency, 
modernize processes, eliminate duplication and outdated processes, reduce costs, 
and increase accountability.”

To Address the Commissions specific charge I will respond to 4 Questions:

• What best practices have other states identified as essential to successful IT 
consolidation?

• What options are available to reduce the number of servers currently deployed around 
state government?

• What options are available when considering so-called “Cloud computing”?
• What real difference could IT make in providing better government services while 

producing savings to the State of Iowa?
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State Governments Consolidating IT

Status of States IT Consolidation Initiatives 

Initiative Percent Count

Completed 14% 4 of 29

In Progress/ Partial 38% 11 of 29

In Planning Phase 24% 7 of 29

Proposed 17% 5 of 29

No Activity 7% 2 of 29

The overall picture is that States are either Consolidated, Have

 

Consolidation Projects in 

 
Progress or planning to consolidate.  The level of progress can be measured by the 

 
amount of very direct mandated support.

Source: NASCIO

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Permit me one brief point of explanation. When I use the term “IT consolidation” I am referring to the process whereby technology based on use of computerized data management is centralized to a greater or lesser degree within one agency. That agency is then accountable for managing the IT function throughout state government, often regardless of which governmental revenue stream is paying for it. I will explain those functions in a few minutes but suffice it to say that making better use of IT may or may not require “consolidation” nor do all “consolidations” look the same.

In other words, strategic decision making on how to spend the hundreds of millions of dollars already in your $6 billion state budget is not dependent on whether, or to what extent, you decide to re-align government functions among state agencies and departments including consolidating the IT function. The way I like to think of it is that policy implementation is often given to vertical silos or agencies. The IT function is a horizontal silo that cuts across all policy silos. Who will manage the IT silo is what “consolidation” is all about.

First, is the IT consolidation process and practices. Here is a slide showing that a number of states have embarked on this issue although only a few have completed it. In my view the most successful have been in [insert states or large local governments] while several have struggled including

Missouri Returned 20 million to the central fund and saved 80 million dollars in audited cost avoidance, 100 million Dollars,
State of Wisconsin upon completion of their Consolidation program saved almost 200 million Dollars
 quote Oracle numbers
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Consolidation Positioning

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What has motivated states to seriously consider moving to consolidate the IT function? Here we see four chief factors including Cost Savings, Security, Agility, and Performance.  All are important but let me highlight two in particular [discuss whatever.]
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Other Consolidation Project Best Practices
• Ensure strong Leadership, with Support from Elected Officials and Senior Management

• Have an IT strategy agreed with the Leadership

• When recruiting the Infrastructure team, ensure the recruiting process is fair and 

equitable, the world will know if it is not

• Consolidate hardware and Software platforms down to strategic vendors 

• Have an Enterprise Architecture & Standards, Plus  a Project Management office

• Recruit experienced staff from the Line of Business to be your eyes and ears of the 

business, Ideally they should work for IT, Customer Account leads. Ensure customer 

account leads are a part of the Line of Business management structure

• Introduce IT service performance metrics, that show scale, volume and uptime of IT 

service provided to date, good and bad, and as the customer sees and experiences it.

• Institute and reward Customer Service culture, IT is only there to enable the business

Presenter
Presentation Notes
] From this activity over the past few years some clear best practices have emerged. [Discuss selected bullets with references to several specific states]



Approaches to Aligning IT with the Government Business Creating a Solid Foundation for the Future 

This is not an overnight task, it take time to gain the trust
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Consolidation Benefits
• It is a less expensive to run, Less Staff, Supports the ageing workforce crisis

• Greater economies of scale

• More efficient use of the Server assets, 24 hours per day, Less Servers, through Virtualization

• Improved Scalability & Performance, Greater use of High Availability technologies

• Consistency of service levels and management

• It is more secure, Faster security Patching and Management of risk

• Less internet exposed access points 

• Enterprise Wide view with consistent security, Privacy and data retention

• Control, Secure and consistent access to the State data

• It is very green

• One face for State email john.doe@State.gov

• Better Use of Real Estate

• Better Support for New Business Applications

• Improved Business Continuity Protection

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Benefits slide and explain. Note p.23 of the just released email study wherein private sector CIOs commented that there were likely significant savings by consolidating Iowa’s state gov’t email systems. Use bullet #1 re savings with reference to cttee question #4 Also, use the servers bullet#3 to address cttee question #2 ]


mailto:john.doe@State.gov
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Lessons Learned

• Bench mark the existing Service, The good old days!

• Don’t take on the biggest Applications, User groups or departments first.

• Help the small Departments first, as this is where the quick wins will be, and they will be your greatest 

voices going forward. 

• Be creative, consistent and very persistent with your communication. 

• Plan and manage for the staff affected by the change.  IMPORTANT

• Change is not always seen as positive by departments or staff involved.

• Involve the business in the IT change process, even have them approve the change.

• The business actually sees the strategic value of IT

• Private Sector – Public Sector – Issues = Same.  Its not Technical

• Strategic IT gets the budget  that it needs
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When the foundation is solid,  
the rebuilding can start. 

Cloud Computing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When the foundation….etc] Regardless of the degree and speed to which the state of Iowa migrates to a consolidated IT model, if at all, moving to a consideration of Cloud Computing assumes there is in place a solid IT foundation. The next few slides will address your third question, “What options are available when considering so-called “Cloud Computing?”
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Evolution of Computing

BeBe
“Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over the Internet and the hardware and
systems software in the datacenters that provide those services.”
‐

 

UC Berkeley Reliable Adaptive Distributed Systems Laboratory

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide shows the history of computing ending in Cloud Services Enablement. You can see how your state and many others came to have servers scattered in climate controlled rooms all over state government. It also explains how Iowa came to have some 25 separate email systems [explain-Colin, I don’t know about the email systems but if the report I sent you justifies this reference use it.]

Bill Gates has been quoted as saying that there will be more advances in technology in the next 15 years than in the previous 50!

Looking at the evolution of computers alone since the 70s – that’s astounding.  We’ve moved from Main Frames to Client-Server.  The adoption of the Web in the 90s – take a moment to think about trying to live without that today on a personal or professional level.  Today, as SOA becomes more prevalent, services deployed within organizations can interact.

We are now in the 5th generation of computing.  Each generation has learned from the other.  None of the generations just went away, they evolved with added functionality.

What’s new with Services?  Now we have integrated services that can be moved to the cloud.

What is the cloud? Hosted and run in an environment outside your organization but not limited to running there

The cloud builds on top of everything that we have been doing the last 30 years.  It’s not the place you go, it’s what you add to your portfolio to increase capabilities and functionality.

Quote is from:
Above the Clouds: A Berkeley View of Cloud Computing
UC Berkeley Reliable Adaptive Distributed Systems Laboratory 
http://radlab.cs.berkeley.edu/
February 10, 2009
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Optimized Platform and Infrastructure, where are you?

BasicBasic StandardizedStandardized RationalizedRationalized DynamicDynamic

IT Is a Cost IT Is a Cost 
CenterCenter

IT Is a More Efficient IT Is a More Efficient 
Cost CenterCost Center

IT Is a IT Is a 
Business Business 

CenterCenter

IT Is a IT Is a 
Strategic Strategic 

AssetAsset

Software + Services Accelerate the JourneySoftware + Services Accelerate the Journey

Approximately $1300 

 

Per PC
Approximately $ 230

Per PC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Work Smarter not harder

This slide simply shows you how software + services moves from being seen as a cost center to being a very valuable strategic asset in helping to meet mission critical goals in state government. I will have a specific example in a minute. [Explain in more detail of course]
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Why are State Governments looking at the Cloud Services?

A need to evolve with the times
23% ‐

 

50% of workforce will be at 

 
retirement age within 10 years
Modernization of legacy systems

A need to be more cost effective
Decreasing budgets
Outdated infrastructure requirements 

 
to stay current while budgets 

 
decrease
Integration and interoperability

A need to be more convenient and accessible
Gov 2.0 ‐

 

Increasing citizen 

 
participation 
Transparency ‐

 

Citizens are 

 
demanding more information sharing 
Accessibility

Inexpensive 

 
Technology

 

Inexpensive Inexpensive 

 
TechnologTechnologyy

Distributed Talent 

 
Pools

 

Distributed Talent Distributed Talent 

 
PoolsPools

The InternetThe InterThe Internetnet

(almost) 

 
Ubiquitous 

 
Connectivity

 

(almost) (almost) 

 
Ubiquitous Ubiquitous 

 
ConnectivityConnectivity

Inexpensive 

 
Storage

 

Inexpensive Inexpensive 

 
StorageStorage

Emerging 

 
Consumerism 

 

Emerging Emerging 

 
Consumerism Consumerism 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Why is this happening?  Why the shift?

3 main catalysts that are driving/leading this shift – 

Cheaper technology – Moore’s law – Gordon E. Moore co founder of Intel predicted that transistors would double every 2 years – he predicted this in 1965 – transistor speed has more than doubled every 2 years for the last decade the result to consumers:  reduced costs and increased performance – we see this in computers, resolution in digital cameras, 
Example:   Apply Moore’s Law to the travel industry
1978: $900 & 7 hours to get from NY to Paris
Today it would take less than 1/4 second and cost $.01
Global talent pools
Example:  X-rays and scans – typically first read by doctors in India or China where labor pools are cheaper (Typical engineer starts at $12K per year)
Wide availability of the internet and connectivity


The intended benefits are simple:
Efficiency
Cost Effectiveness
Accessibility

Cost of Red Tape is 4% - 10% of GDP
Increasing tax non-compliance and fraud
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Microsoft Strategy - Software + Services

On‐Premises Cloud‐Hosted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Please forgive what may appear to be a slide sales pitch for using Microsoft products and services but there are differences in how companies like Microsoft, Google, and others approach solving a customer’s IT issues and needs. This is the way we view that environment.


Additional Points of Emphasis about each Client
Outlook
For the “power” or Information Worker
Good for mobile workers that aren’t always connected
Suitable for all form factors (desktops-laptops-netbooks)
OWA
Companion Web client for the information worker
For thin client users where connectivity is assured
For the deskless worker – such as those using a shared terminal
Ideal for occasional teleworkers or COOP scenarios when work computers aren’t brought home
Mobile Outlook
Keeping IWs always connected and informed
A companion to Outlook and/or OWA

On Premise the State manages security and access to the data
In the cloud your provider does
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On‐Premises Cloud‐Hosted

Scenario – Disaster Response

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is an illustration of a specific scenario, one I understand Iowa experienced last year with floods all over the state in unprecedented proportions. [explain]


ESPONDER Incident management tool
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Cloud Consideration

Global ReachGlobal Reach

Ease of ProvisioningEase of Provisioning

Business AgilityBusiness Agility

DeployabilityDeployability

 

& Manageability& Manageability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For some, services mark the culmination of the evolution of software. Indeed some – Salesforce.com’s CEO Marc Benioff – even go so far as to say that we’ve reached the end of software. In reality, the deployment choice of deploying software on-premises or handing software to a 3rd party hosting provider to run as services should be based on business’ – not vendors’ technologies’ – requirements, on the unique advantages and limitations of each approach and in the knowledge that the decision will likely change at some point.

For security or privacy reasons, for business differentiating purposes that require exquisitely detailed customization or even for the purposes of the peace of mind of knowing where applications and data reside, software will always have unique benefits over a services model. 

However, for the ability to deliver solutions readily planet wide, for the flexibility in being able to subscribe to and unsubscribe from services without having to deploy people and hardware within an organization and for the ability to offload – or outsource – non-differentiating technologies, services provide many benefits.

The debate is not whether enterprises will run software or services but how they may combine the best of both.

What I do know is that States are not on board as yet, see the Data center projects
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Significant Opportunities - 
Sustainability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
All of this is interesting but what about the long haul? How sustainable is good service?  Are the anticipated savings real and sustainable?
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• Built in energy efficiency
• Resource optimization
• Guidance & education

Manage

• Centralize control
• Analyze operations 

& monitor goals

Rethink

• Reduce travel and 
commuting

• Paperless Office
• Hosted offerings 

Reduce

Approach For Sustainable IT – Facilities = Savings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have tried with this slide to graphically show the elements of reducing costs, focusing management, and rethinking the way the gets done. We could spend another 30 minutes on just this one slide but we can provide greater detail on each of these key elements should you want to do so during the Q&A or later in your deliberations.


Microsoft can help organizations address their sustainability or Green IT needs by helping to Reduce Energy Demands, Manage Environmental Footprint, and Rethink business practices. 

Microsoft is striving to reduce the direct impact of computing on the environment through power management at the software and enterprise level.  We make it easier for customers to manage the efficiency of their computing footprint by providing:
 Built In Energy Efficiency 
 Resource Optimization Through Server Consolidation
 Power Management Guidance and Education

Microsoft also gives customers the ability to proactively manage the lifecycle of their environmental footprint.  Enterprise customers can make a difference by using Microsoft products to: 
 Monitor Computing Efficiency
 Analyze Results
 Record and Control Progress

Making our world sustainable will mean rethinking the way each industry works, and how we balancing needs with responsible choices and solutions. Microsoft enables organizations to implement new workplace solutions to reduce environmental impact and delivers technologies that can address our current and future global challenges.  We see our role in helping rethink how to:
 Increase Productivity While Reducing Environmental Footprint
 Visualize Environmental Impacts
 Innovate for the Future
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Microsoft Research - Energy Efficient Computing

Computing on a dime Computing in a warehouse
10 ⁻² W  10 ⁷

 

W
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IT Opportunities to save Money

Unifying Communications

• Consider Video Conferencing, Desk to Desk, Voicemail to your Inbox – What does VM cost today?
• Wyoming Case Study.  
• Disaster or Pandemic Situation – What happens to Government
• Less Energy

Virtualization

• The ability to share multiple Server loads Virtually on a single server, Consolidation support this 
technology = Reduction in Servers , Reduction in Real Estate, Less Energy.  

• Typically servers run significantly under capacity

Application Replacement

• Where the real savings can be made, Collaborate with other states, Share the development.  The 
saving are huge, ERP, Medicare/Medicaid,JPS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next two slides address your fourth question which is whether doing all this can actually deliver better service while also saving money.  Let me say here that my colleague at Microsoft Stuart McKee has developed a kind of formula for determining how much a state annually spends on IT hardware, software, and services. I don’t know the details of his rationale but he would tell that Iowa undoubtedly spends in excess of $400 million a year on IT both in vendor provided products and services as well as state employee management of those assets. That is 5% to 10% of your entire state budget. My experience tells me that there must be savings into the millions of dollars within all aspects of state government.
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IT Opportunities to save Money

Legacy Server Migration

• Significant saving can be made on Mainframe migration, there are issues 
however customers are using modern tools to transfer the old to the new. 
Marin County Case Study

Area Re-Vitalization

• Rural or Urban job creation, Virginia and the Furniture Manufacturing 
industry

Transparency

• Hot Topic today across the US, Stimulus etc.  Follow on benefits with 
regard to tools for the future management of Tax dollars
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Challenges to Adoption

IT BudgetsIT Budgets
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Questions 
and 

Thank you

Colin.nurse@microsoft.com
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